
Cillifornia Energy Commission 

October~ 2012 

California Energy Commission 
Attention: Docket No. 12-BSTO-2 
Dockets Office 
-1516 Ninth Street, MS-4 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Re: Support for Proposed Non-Residential Acceptance Contractor/Tester Certification 

Dear Commissioners: 

My name is -::s-~ A.kI am an HVAC Journeyperson. I have been in the HVAC 

System Installation Trade since lif'ig. I have completed a S- year HVAC System/ 

Sheet Metal Apprenticeship program. 

I am writing to support the Energy Commission's proposed regulations requiring certification 
for persons who perform Title 24 Acceptance Testing and Documentation for HVAC and 
advanced lighting control. Proper training and certification of Individuals performing and 
documenting--acceptance t'e~tS is crucial for california to realize_ its energy efficiency goals. 
Furthe~more, I strpngly support the Commission's -decisi~n to utilize existing programs to 
provide this certification rather than completely reinventing the wheel as was done with the 
:HE~ program. The TAB certification ~odies identified- as pre-approved certifiers are weIi
respected, natici~ally~r~nov,;:ned programs with rigorous curriculum, hands Cin·training,<and 
quality controls. TAB technicians are already available throughout the state and no other 
certifications exist that provide the training ~xpertise and quality -control necessary to 
ensure that HVAC systems actually perform as required under Title·24. The California Green 
Building Code already requires small commercial buildings·to balance their HVAC systems in 
accordance with TABB, MBC or NEBB procedures, so this requirement will ensure 
consistency with current practices. 

I also strongly support the pre-approval of existing TABB, NEBBand AABC contractors and 
technicians to perform these acceptance tests. These contractors and technicians should be 
rewarded for having invested in this advanced training before such training was even a 
requirement under Title 24. Moreover, they. currently are the only technicians with 
verifiable training and experience in the skills and knowledge necessary to ensure 
competent testing, adjusting and balancing of commercial HVAC systems. 

I also support the requirement for certification of acceptance test technician employers in 
order to ensure a high level of accountability and quality control. Certification oJ employers 
ensures appropriate sup~rvision and. support for the .certified acceptance test technicians. 
By putti.ng the employer's certification on the line.in addition ·to the certified technician; 
press~re on the technician to. qUickly test and ,pass'a system..is·reduced.and it is niore'iikely 
that the te.ch~ician will be p~o~ided.sufficie~tequipment, 'resources'and time to correctly 

perform the acceptance t:Jt~:.·~, .. .. :. ,.,::'.. :". ':.:: ".'~ ,, __ '~ .':..:. .•.. . :;..~~-:::
Sincerely; -" 9' -: '- . ~ " J /',,;";i ~ ~., I. ". '- ...,' :.; ':.~ • 

~.~~~;: .~:;;~:'~' '::~;:.~;::". -'" 



October 112012 

California Energy Commission 
Attention: Docket 1\10. 12-BSTD-2 
Dockets Office 
1516 Ninth Street, MS-4 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Re: Support for Proposed Non-Residential Acceptance Contractor/Tester Certiffcation 

Dear Commissioners: 

My name is g.CL\r\~f h-e'nv:::. am an HVAC Journeyperson. I have been in the HVAC 

System Installation Trade since \ q~ A.. I have completed a '1. year HVAC System/ 

Sheet Metai Apprenticeship program. 

I am writing to support the Energy Commission's proposed regulations requiring certification 
for persons who perform Title 24 Acceptance Testing and Documentation for HVAC and 
advanced lighting control. Proper training and certification of individuals performing and 
documenting acceptance tests is crucial for California to realize its energy efficiency goals. 
Furthermore, I strongly support the Commission's decision to utilize existing programs to 
provide this certification rather than completely reinventing the wheel as was done with the 
HERS program. The TAB certification bodies identified as pre-approved certifiers are well
respected, nationally-renowned programs with rigorous curriculum, hands on training, and 
quality controls. TAB technicians are already available throughout the state and no other 
certifications exist that provide the training expertise and quality control necessary to 
ensure that HVAC systems actually perform as required under Title 24. The California Green 
Building Code already requires small commercial buildings to balance their HVAC systems in 
accordance with TABB, AABC or NEBB procedures, so this requirement will ensure 
consistency with current practices. 

I also strongly support the pre-approval of existing TABB, NEBB and AABC contractors and 
technicians to perform these acceptance tests. These contractors and technicians should be 
rewarded fo; having invested in this advanced training before such training was even a 
requirement under Title 24. Moreover, they currently are the only technicians with 
verifiable training and experience in the skills and knowledge necessary to ensure 
competent testing, adjusting and balancing of commercial HVAC systems. 

I also support the requirement for certification of acceptance test technician employers in 
order to ensure a high level of accountability and quality control. Certification of employers 
ensures appropriate supervision and support for the certified acceptance test technicians. 
By putting the employer's certification on the line in addition to the certified technician, 
pressure on the technician to quickly test and pass a system is reduced and it is more likely 
that the technician will be provided sufficient equipment, resources and time to correctly 
perform the acceptance test. 



October t£, 2012 

california Energy Commission 
Attention: Docket No. 12-BSTD-2 
Dockets Office 
1516 Ninth Street, MS-4 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Re: Support for Proposed Non-Residential Acceptance Contractor/Tester Certification 

Dear Commissioners: 

My name is K,Jt.-1 Jol-.v\.fo") I am an HVACJourneyperson. I have been in the HVAC 

System Installatio~ Trade since Ie; 19 . I have completed a ,5"" year HVAC Systeml 

Sheet Metal Apprenticeship program. 

I am writing to support the Energy Commission's proposed regulations requiring certification 
for persons who perform Title 24 Acceptance Testing and Documentation for HVAC and 
advanced Iighting,controL 'Proper: training and certification of individuals performing and 
documenting acceptance tests is crucial for California to realize its energy efficiency goals. 
Furthermore, I strongly support the Commission's decision to utilize existing programs to 
provide this certification rather than completely reinventing the wheel as was done with the 
HERS program. The TAB certification bodies identified as pre-approved certifle'rs a're' Well
respected"na,tionallYcrenowned programs With 'rigorous 'curriculum,. hands on train In'g,' and 
quality controls" TAB technicians are already 'available throughout the state and no other 
certifications ~xist that prOVide the training expertise and quality control necessary to 
ensure that HVAC systems actually perform as required under TItle 24; The California Green 
Building Code already requires small commercial buildings to balance their HVAC systems in 
accordance with TABB, AABC or NEBB procedures, so this requirement will ensure 
consistency with current practices. 

I also strongly support the pre-approval of existing TABB, NEBB and AABC contractors and 
technicians to perform these acceptance tests. These contractors and technicians should be 
rewarded for having invested in this advanced training before such training was even a 
requirement under Title 24. Moreover, they currently are the only technicians with 
verifiable training and experience in the skills and knowledge necessary to ensure 
competent testing, adjusting and balancing of commercial HVAC systems.' 

I also support the requirement for certification of acceptance test technician employers In 
order to en~ure a high level of accountability and quality control. Certificationcif employers 
ensures appropriate supervision and support for the certified acceptance test technicians. 
By putting the employer's certification on the line in addition to the "certified 'techniCian, 
pressure on the, techni~ian to quickly test and pass a'system is reduced and'it'js more 'likely 
that the technician will be proVided sufficient :equipment, resources and time to correclh,i 
Il':lrt'~rm the acceptance test. ,-,_ ... " " ,.'c' ' 

~ . _ ~. ,./. ~. _ / ',': ;.t,":!l~ . 
, , -" ' - .~ ...:: .Sincerely,;:;' ,~?' " '~-" , 3' 0: :" 

" -,', .' /~Z?, r ..Jl.--~ 
.- ',\ .. ;;1 J ... 

", . 



Octoberlh 2012 

California Energy Commission 
Attention: Docket No. 12-BSTD-2 
Dockets Office 
1516 Ninth Street, MS-4 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Re: Support for Proposed Non-Residential Acceptance Contractor(rester Certification 

Dear Commissioners: 

My name is Jo~~ Mllf,!JtZ.Jam an HVAC Journeyperson. I have been in the HVAC 

System Installatlorf'frade sincel,,,r I have completed a.s: year HVAC System/ 

Sheet Metal Apprenticeship program. 

I am writing to support the Energy Commission's proposed regulations requiring certification 
for persons who perform Title 24 Acceptance Testing and Documentation for HVAC and 
advanced lighting control. Proper training and certificatIon of individuals performing and 
documenting acceptance tests is crucial for California to realize its energy efficiency goals. 
Furthermore, I strongly support the Commission's decision to utilize existing programs to 
provide this certification rather than completely reinventing the wheel as was done with the 
HERS program. The TAB certification bodies identified as pre-approved certifiers are well
respected,nationally-renowned programs with rigo~ous curriculum, hands on' training, and 

.. '.' . . . ~.' . 
quality controls. TAB technICIans are 'aiready, available throughouqhe. state and no other 
certifications exist that provide the traihing expertise' and quality control necessary to 
·ensure that HVAC systems actually perform as'required. under Title 24. The Callfornia Green 
Building Code already requires small commercial buildjng~ to balance their HVAC systems in 
accordance with TABB, MBC or NEBB procedures, so this requirement will ensure 
consistency with current practices. 

1also strongly support the pre-approval of existing TABB,NEBB and AABC contractors and 
technicians to perform these acceptance tests. These contractors and technicians should be 
rewarded for having invested in this advanced trai",ing before suc~ training was' even a 
requirement under Title 24. Moreover, they currently are the only technicians with 
verifiable training and experience in the skills and knowledge necessary to ensure 
competent testing, adjusting and balancing of co'mmercial HVAC systems. 

I also support the requirement for certification of acceptance test tec:;hnician employers in' 
order.to ensure a high level of accountability and quality control. Certification ofemplqyers 
ensures appropriate supervision and support for the certified acceptance test technicians. 
By: putting the employer's ce'rtification on' the li'ne in addition to the cer.tiVed technician, 
pressure on the techniCian to quicklytest arid pass a system is reduced and it is more likely. 
that the' technician' will' be providedsufficiel'1(ecjuYpment,x~sources' and. time to:correctly 

'"perform the ac:c:eptancete ; ..... .... .. .... ·.L . • ",' 

.• ,. I' T" :".;'~". I 

Sincerely, 
.: ,-.' :., ',' ... 1,.;: ..."., 



October ~ 2012 

California Energy Commission 
Attention: Docket No. 12-BSTD-2 
Dockets Office 
1516 Ninth Street, MS-4 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Re: Support for Proposed Non-Residential Acceptance Contractor/Tester Certification 

Dear Commissioners: 

My name iS~ I am an HVACJourneyperson. I have been in the HVAC 

System Installation Trade since lq77. I have complet~d a l{ year HVAC System/ 

Sheet Metal Apprenticeship program. 

I am writing to support the Energy Commission's proposed regulations requiring certification 
for persons who perform Title 24 Acceptance Testing and Documentation for HVAC and 
advanced lighting control. Proper training and certification of individuals performing and 
documenting acceptance, tests is crucial for california to realize its energy efficiency goals. 
Furthermore, I strongly support the Commission's decision to utilize existing programs to 
provide this certification ratherthan c9mpletely reinventing the wheel as was done with the 
HER$ program. The TAB certification'bodiesidentlfied as pre-approved certifiers are well
respected, nationafly~renowned progra",swith,rigorouscurriculum, 'hands on training, and 
quality"controls: 'TAB tech~icians are a'lready available throughout the state arid 'no other 
certifications exist that .provide the !r![lining expertise and quality ,control necessary to 
ensure that HVAC systems actually perform as required under Title 24. The california Green 
Building Code already requires small commercial buildings to balance their HVAC systems in 
'accordance with TABB" MBC or NEBB procedures, so ,this requirement will ensure 
consistency with current practices. 

I also strongly support the pre-approval of 'existing TABB, NEBB and MBC contractors and 
technicians to perform these acceptance tests. These contractors and technicians should be 
rewarded for having invested in this a~~ance~ training befo~~ ~uch training was even 'a 
requirement under Title· 24. Moreover, they currently are the" only technicians with 
verifiable training and experience in the skills and knowledge necessary t~ ensure 
competent testing, adjusting and balancIng of commerclal HVAC systems. 

I also support the requirement for certification of acceptance test technician employers in 
order to ensure a high level of accountability and quality control. Certification of employers 
ensures ~ppropriate supervision and supporUor the certified acceptance test technicians. 
By putting the employer's certification on-the line in addition to, the'certified technician; 
~r~ssure on th'e te'chnician to qUickly te~t:and pass ,a system is':reduced and it is more Iikeiy' 
t,hat the technician will' bepf,9vided sufficient equipment, resources, and time to cor~ectly 
perform,the acceptance test. ' 'qc'· ,'. ., 

;.'"':: . 

Sincere Iy", , :- .." ~ . 



October~ 2012 

California Energy Commission 

Attention: Docket No. 12-BSTD-2 

Dockets Office 
1516 Ninth Street, MS-4 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Re: Support for Proposed Non-Residential Acceptance Contractorffester Certification 

Dear Commissioners: 

My name is GAtk PAerlW , I am an HVAC Journeyperson. I have been in the HVAC 

System Installation Trade since:2bta. . I have completed a tS' year HVAC System/ 

Sheet Metal Apprenticeship program. 

I am writing to support the Energy Commission's proposed regulations requiring certification 
for persons who perform TItle 24 Acceptance Testing and Documentation for HVAC and 
advanced lighting control. Proper training and certificatIon of indiViduals performing and 
documenting acceptance tests is crucial for California to realize its energy efficiency goals, 
Furthermore, I strongly support the Commission's decision to utilize existing programs to 
provide this certification rath'er than completely reinventing the wheel as was done with the 
HERS p~ogram. The TAB certification bodies identified as pre-approved certifiers are well
respected, nationally~renowned programs with rigorous curriculum, hands on training" and 

'quality control~. TAB technicians,are already available throughout the st~te and n~ '~the'r 
c,ertifications exist that provide the training' expertise and qualitY control necessary to 
ensure that HVAC systems actually perform as required under TItle 24. The'Califor~iaGreen 
Building Code already requires small commercial buildings 'tobalante their HVAC systems in 
accordance with TABB, AABC or NEBB procedures, so this requirement will ensure 
consistency with current practices. 

I,also strongly support the pre-approval of existing TABB, NEBB and AABC contraCtors ,and 
technicians to perform these acceptance tests. These contractors and technicians' should be 
rewarded for having invested in this advanced training before such training was even a 
requirement under Title 24. Moreover, they currently, are the only technicians with 
verifiable training and experience in the skills and knowledge necessary to ensure 
competent testing, adjusting and balancing of commercial HVAC systems. ' 

I also support the requirement for certification of acceptance test technician employers in 
order to ensure a high level of accountability and quality control. Certification of employers 
ensures appropriate supervision and support for the certified acceptance' test technicians. 
By putting the employer's certification on the line in addition to the certifiea technician, 
pressure on the technician to quickly test and'pass a system is reduced and it is more likely. 
that' the technician will be provided ,sufficient equipment, resources; and tin'ie'tl;> cQrrectly 
pertor!,,! t~eacceptancete,~t. ". " : ,':,',: ; " " ,., 

0.'. ,,' ". 
°1 '. 
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:, '-'':'''

~ '.'. 
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October J.£ 2012 

California Energy Commission 
Attention: Docket No. 12-BSTO-2 
Dockets Office 
1516 Ninth Street, MS~4 

Sacramento, CA 95814 

Re: Support for Proposed Non-Residential Acceptance Contractor/Tester Certification 

Dear Commissioners: 

My name Is/..I/Io cf(JL.~S , I am currently a ~year Apprentice in the'HVAC 

System/Sheet Metal Apprenticeship Program. 

I am writing to support the Energy Commission's proposed regulations requiring certification 
for persons who perform Title 24 Acceptance Testing and Documentation for HVAC and 
advanced lighting control. Proper training and certification of individuals performing and 
documenting acceptance tests is crucial for California to realize itS energy efficiency goals. 
Furthermore, I strongly support the Commission's decision to utilize existing programs to 
provide this certification rather than completely reinventing the wheel as was done with the 
HERS program. Tne TAB .certification bodies identified as pre-approved certifiers are well
respected,. nationally-renowned programs with rigorous curriculum, hands on ~raining, and 
quality controls. TAB technicians are al~eady available throughout the state and no other 
certifications exist that provide the. training :expertise ·and quality control necessary to 
ensure that HVAC systems actually perform as required under Title 24..The California Green 
Building Code already requires small commercial buildings to balance their HVAC systems in 
accordance with TABB, AABC or NEBB procedures, so this requirement will ensure 
consistency with current practices. 

I also strongly support the pre-approval of existing TABB, NEBB and AABC contractors and 
technicians to perform these acceptance tests. These contractors and technicians should be 
rewarded for having invested in this advanced training before such training was even a 
requirement under TItle 24. Moreover, they currently are the only technicians with 
verifiable training and experience in the skills and knowledge necessary to ensure 
competent testing, adjusting and balancing of commercial HVAC systems. 

I also support the requirement for certification of acceptance test technician employers in 
order to ensure a high level of accountability and quality control. Certification of employers 
ensures appropriate supervision and support for the certified accep,tance test technicians. 
By putting the employers certification on the .line in adclition to the certified technician, 
pressure on the technician ,tj)quickly te~t and pass a system is reduced and it is more likely 
that the technician will be provided sufficient eq~ipment, resources and time to correctly 
perform the acceptance test. 

:.' 

.,'<1 
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October,,", 2012 

California Energy Commission 
Attention: Docket No. 12-BSTD-2 
Dockets Office 
1516 Ninth Street, MS-4 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Re: Support for Proposed Non-Residential Acceptance Contractorrrester Certification 

Dear Commissioners: 

My name IsGt1..e 1S/YJ(Ii am an HVAC Journeyperson. I have been in the HVAC 

System Installation Trade since I C;6-8. I have completed a 4 year HVAC System/ 

Sheet Metal Apprenticeship program. 

I am writing to support the Energy Commission's proposed regulations requiring certification 
for persons who perform Title 24 Acceptance Testing and Documentation for HVAC and 
advanced lighting control. Proper training and certification of individuals performing and 
documenting acceptance tests is crucial for California to realize its energy efficiency goals. 
Furthermore, I strongly s~pport the.Commission's decision to utilize existing programs to 
provide this' certification rather than completely reinventing the wheel as was done with the 
,HERS program. The TAB certification bodies identified as pre-approved certifiers are well
respected, nationally-renowned programs with rigorolis curticulum, hands on training, and 

.quality controls. TAB technicians are. already available thn;:lUghout the state and ·no 'other 
certifications exist that provide' the' training expertise and quality control, necessary' to 
ensure'that HVAC systems actually perform as requir~d under Title 24, The ,California Green 
Building Code already requires small commercial buildings to balance their HVAC systems in 
accordance with TABB, AABC or NEBB procedures, so this requirement will ensure 
consistency with current practices. 

I also strongly support the pre-approval of existing TABB, NEBB and MBC contractors and 
technicians to perform these acceptance tests. These contractors and technicians should be 
rewarded for having invested in, this advanced training before such training was even a 
requirement under Title 24. Moreover, they currently are the only technicians with 
verifiable, training and experience in the skills and. knowledge necessary to ensure 
competent testi~g, adjusting and balancing ofcommercial HVAC systems. 

I also support the requirement for certification of acceptance test technician employers in 
order to ensur'e a high level of accoun~abilityand quality control. Certification of employers 
ensures appropriate superv.ision and support for the certified acceptance test'technicians. 
By putting the employer's certification 'on the line in adl,iition to the certified 'technician; 
pressure' on the technicia'n to quickly test and pa'~s a syst~m is reduced.:and it is more'likely

•.•• , I" • 

that :the technician will be provided sufficient equipn:ient, resources and time to correctly 
pe'i"formtheaccept cetest. ,"'.~ :: ," .' :·.r·.· ..... , ,'-:' ,- ... -.: i ' I.. , 

-: ['-:1 ".,' .. ,', 
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October& 2012 

California Energy Commission 
Attention: Docket No. 12-BSTD-2 
Dockets Office 
1516 Ninth Street, MS-4 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Re: Support for Proposed Non-Residential Acceptance Contractor/Tester Certification 

Dear Commissioners: 

~~ 
My name is / (!J IIO"/bCIJ, I am an HVAC Journeyperson. ) have been in the HVAC 

System Installation Trade since Ie, 81 .I have completed a 1 j{ year HVAC System/ 

Sheet Metal Apprenticeship program. 

I am writing to support the Energy Commission's proposed regulations requiring certification 
for persons who perform Title 24 Acceptance Testing and Documentation for HVAC and 
advanced lighting control. Proper training and certification of individuals performing and 
documenting acceptance tests is crucial for California to realize its energy efficiency goals. 
Furthermore, I strongly support the Commission's decision to utilize existing programs to 
provide this certification rather than completely reinventing the wheel as was done with the 
HERS program. The TAB certification bodies identified as pre-approved certifiers are well
respected,nationally~renownedprograms with rigorous curriculum, hands on training, and 
quality controls. TAB, technicians are 'already available throughout the state and no 'other 
certifications, exist that provide the training expertise 'a'nd" quality control necessary 'to 
ensure that HVAC systems' actually perform as required under Title 24. The'California Green 
Building Code already requires small commercial buildings to balance tneir HVAC systems in 
accordance with TABB, AABC or NEBB procedures, so this requirement will ensure 
consistency with current practices. 

I also strongly support the pre-approval of existing TABB, NEBB and AABC contractors and 
technicians to perform these acceptance tests. These contractors and technicians should be 
rewarded for having invested in this advanced training before such training was even a 
requirement under Title 24. Moreover, they currently are the only technicians with 
verifiable training and experience in the skills and knowledge necessary to e~sure 

competent testing, adjusting and balancing of commercial HVAC systems. 

I also support the requirement for certification of acceptance test technician employers in 
order to ensure a high level of accountability and quality control. Certification of employers 
ensures appropriate supervision and support for the certified acceptance tetsttechnicians. 
By putting the employer's certification on the line in addition to the certified technician, 
pressure on the'technician to quickly test and pass a system .is /educedand'it i'smore Iikeh

' 
that the technician will be provided sufficient equipment, resources and time to correctly 
perform the acceptance test.: " .. ' .' 



October 1/e., 2012 

California Energy Commission 
Atfention: Docket No. 12-BSTD-2 
Dockets Office 
1516 Ninth Street, MS-4 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Re: Support for Proposed Non-Residential Acceptance ContractorlTester Certification 

Dear Commissioners: 

My name is ". o-b CA ~\)Gm an HVAC Journeyperson. I have been in the HVAC 
System Installation Trade since I ~ I have completed a year HVAC System/ 
Sheet Metal Apprenticeship program. 

I am writing to support the Energy Commission's proposed regulations requiring certification 
for persons who perform Title 24 AccePtance Testing and Documentation for HVAC and 
advanced lighting control. Proper training and certification of individuals performing and 
documenting acceptance tests is crucial for California to realize its energy efficiency goals. 
Furthermore, I strongly support the Commission's decision to utilize existing programs to 
provide this certification rather than completely .reinventing the wheel as was done with the 
HERS program. The TAB certification bodies identified as pre-approved certifiers are well
respected, nationally-renowned programs with rigorous curriculum, hands on training, and 
quality controls. TAB technicians are already available throughout the state and no other 
certifications exist that provide the training expertise and quality control necessary to ensure 
that HVAC systems actually perform as required under Title 24. The California Green 
Building Code already requires small commercial buildings to balance their HVAC systems 
in accordance with TABB, AABC or NEBB procedures, so this requirement will ensure 
consistency with current practices. 

I also strongly support the pre-approval of existing TABB, NEBB and AABC contractors and 
technicians to perform these acceptance tests. These contractors and. technicians should be . 
rewarded for having invested in this advanced training before such training was even a 
requirement under Title 24. Moreover, they currently are the on1ytecbnician~ with ve:rifiable 
training and experience in the skills and knowledge necessary to ensure competent testing, 
adjusting and balancing of commercial HVAC systems. 

I also support the requirement for certification of acceptance test technician employers in 
order to ensure a high level of accountability and quality control. Certification of employers 
ensures appropriate supervision and support for the certified acceptance test technicians. By 
putting the employer's certification on the line in addition to the certified technician, pressure 
on the technician to quickly test and pass a system is reduced and it is more likely that the 
technician will be provided sufficient equipment, resources and time to correctly perform the 
acceptance test. 

Sinc~rely, 



October~, 2012 

California Energy Commission 
Attention: Docket No. 12-BSTD-2 
Dockets Office 
1516 Ninth Street, MS-4 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Re: Support for Proposed Non-Residential Acceptance Contractorrrester Certification 

Dear Commissioners: 

/ ~~ 
My name is l)e)) c.X13' "LvI' ,I am currently a __ year Apprentice in the HVAC 
System/Sheet Metal Apprenticeship Program. 

I am writing to support the Energy Commission's proposed regulations requiring certification 
for persons who perform Title 24 Acceptance Testing and Documentation for HVAC and 
advanced lighting control. Proper training and certification of individuals performing and 
documenting acceptance tests is crucial for California to realize its energy efficiency goals. 
Furthermore, I strongly support the Commission's decision to utilize existing programs to 
provide this certification rather than completely reinventing the wheel as was done with the 
HERS program. The TAB certification bodies identified as pre-approved certifiers are well
respected, nationally-renowned programs with rigorous curriculum, hands on training, and 
quality controls. TAB technicians are already available throughout the state and no other 
certifications exist that provide the training expertise and quality control necessary to ensure 
that HVAC systems actually perform as required under Title 24. The California Green 
Building Code already requires small commercial buildings to balance their HVAC systems 
in accordance with TABB, AABC or NEBB procedures, so this requirement will ensure 
consistency with current practices. 

I also strongly support the pre-approval of existing TABB, NEBB and AABC contractors and 
technicians to perform these acceptance tests. These contractors and technicians should be 
rewarded for having invested in this advanced training before such training was even a 
requirement under Title 24. Moreover, they currently are the only technicians with verifiable 
training and experience in the; skills and know Itdge necessary to ensure competent testing, 
adjusting and balancing of commercial HVAC systems. 

I also support the requirement for certification of acceptance test technician employers in 
order to ensure a high level of accountability and quality control. Certification of employers 
ensures appropriate supervision and support for the certified acceptance test technicians. By 
putting the employer's certification on the line in addition to the certified technician, pressure 
on the technician to quickly test and pass a system is reduced and it is more likely that the 
technician will be provided sufficiquipment, resources and time to correctly perform the 
acceptance test. 

Sincerely, 



October Ib, 2012 

California Energy Commission 
Attention: Docket No. l2-BSTD-2 
Dockets Office 
1516 Ninth Street, MS-4 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Re: Support for Proposed Non-Residential Acceptance ContractorlTester Certification 

Dear Commissioners: 

My name is';ED'i2Y b ~WT~""I,(4..am ail HVAC Journeyperson. I have been in the HVAC 
System Installation Trade since \ t; 1 9. [ have completed a -W- year HVAC System! 
Sheet Met~1 Arrrenticeshipprogram. 

I am writing to support the Energy Commission's proposed regulations requiring certification 
for persons who perform Title 24 Acceptance Testing and Documentation for HVAC and 
advanced lighting control. Proper training and certification of individuals performing and 
documenting acceptance tests is crucial for California to realize its energy efficiency goals. 
Furthermore, I strongly support the Commission's decision to utilize existing programs to 
provide this certification rather than completely reinventing the wheel as was done with the 
HERS program. The TAB certification bodies identified as pre-approved certifiers are well
respected, nationally-renowned programs with rigorous curriculum, hands on training, and 
quality controls. TAB technicians are already available throughout the state and no other 
certifications exist that provide the training expertise and quality control necessary to ensure 
that HVAC systems actually perform as required under Title 24. The California Green 
Building Code already requires small commercial buildings to balance their HVAC systems 
in accordance with TABB, AABC or NEBB procedures, so this requirement will ensure 
consistency with current practices. 

I also strongly support the pre-approval of existing TABB, NEBB and AABC contractors and 
technicians to perform these acceptance tests. These contractors and technicians should be 
rewarded· for having invested in this advanced training before such training was even a 

·--rcquircl11entundcrTitlc -24. Morcover,-they-currently-arc -the-0nly technicians with ·vcrifiable 0 

training and experience in the skills and knowledge necessary to ensure competent testing, 
adjusting and balancing of commercial HVAC systems. 

I also support the requirement for certification of acceptance test technician employers in 
order to ensure a high level of accountability and quality control. Certification of employers 
ensures appropriate supervision and support for the certified acceptance test technicians. By 
putting the employer's certification on the line in addition to the certified technician, pressure 
on the technician to quickly test and pass a system is reduced and it is more likely that the 
technician will be provided sufficient equipment, resources and time to correctly perform the 
acceptance test. 



October .i..h2012 

California Energy Commission 
Attention: Docket No. 12-BSTD-2 
Dockets Office 
1516 Ninth Street, MS-4 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Re: Support for Proposed Non-Residential Acceptance Contractorrrester Certification 

Dear Commissioners: 

My name is t"n~ bnSl-O I am an HVAC Journeyperson. I have been in the HVAC 
System Installation rade sinceJOO:$ . I have completed a ft year HVAC System/ 
Sheet Metal Apprenticeship program. 

I am writing to support the Energy Commission's proposed regulations requiring certification 
for persons who perform Title 24 Acceptance Testing and Documentation for HVAC and 
advanced lighting control. Proper training and certification of individuals performing and 
documenting acceptance tests is crucial for California to realize its energy efficiency goals. 
Furthermore, I strongly support the Commission's decision to utilize existing programs to 
provide this certification rather than completely reinventing the wheel as was done with the 
HERS program. The TAB certification bod!es identified as pre-approved certifiers are well
respected, nationally-renowned programs with rigorous curriculum, hands on training, and 
quality controls. TAB technicians are already available throughout the state and no other 
certifications exist that provide the training expertise and quality control necessary to ensure 
that HVAC systems actually perform as required under Title 24. The California Green 
Building Code already requires small commercial buildings to balance their HVAC systems 
in accordance with TABB, AABC or NEBB procedures, so this requirement will ensure 
consistency with current practices. 

I also strongly support the pre-approval of existing TABB, NEBB and AABC contractors and 
technicians to perform these acceptance tests. These contractors and technicians should be 
rewarded for having invested in this advanced training before· such training was even a 
requirement under Title 24. Moreover; they currently are the only technicians with verifiable 
training and experience in the skills and knowledge necessary to ensure competent testing, 
adjusting and balancing ofcommercial HVAC systems. 

I also support the requirement for certification of acceptance test technician employers in 
order to ensure a high level of accountability and quality control. Certification of employers 
ensures appropriate supervision and support for the certified acceptance test technicians. By 
putting the employer's certification on the line in additIon to the certified technician, pressure 
on the technician to quickly test and pass a system is reduced and it is more likely that the 
technician will be provided sufficient equipment, resources and time to correctly perform the 
acceptance test. 

Sincerely, 



October Ib, 2012 

California Energy Commission 
Attention: Docket No. 12-BSTD-2 
Dockets Office .' 
1516 Ninth Street, MS-4 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Re: Support for Proposed Non-Residential Acceptance ContractorlTester Certification 

Dear Commissioners: 

My name isShaAlct v1cd'p~ ram an HVAC Journeyperson. r have been in the HVAC 
System Installation Trade since Y~93 I have completed a .2 year HVAC Systeml 
Sheet Metal Apprenticeship program. 

I am writing to support the Energy Commission's proposed regulations requiring certification 
for persons who perform Title 24 Acceptance Testing and Documentation for HVAC and 
advanced lighting control. Proper training and certification of individuals performing and 
documenting acceptance tests is crucial for California to realize its energy efficiency goals. 
Furthermore, r strongly support the Commission's decision to utilize existing programs to 
provide this certification rather than completely reinventing the wheel as was done with the 
HERS program. The TAB certification bodies identified as pre-approved certifiers are well
respected, nationally-renowned programs with rigorous curriculum, hands on training, and 
quality controls. TAB technicians are already available throughout the state and no other 
certifications exist that provide the training expertise and quality control necessary to ensure 
that HVAC systems actually perform as required under Title 24. The California Green 
Building Code already requires small commercial buildings to balance their HVAC systems 
in accordance with TABB, AABC or NEBB procedures, so this requirement will ensure 
consistency with current practices. 

1 also strongly support the pre-approval of existing TABB, NEBB and AABC contractors and 
technicians to perform these acceptance tests. These contractors and technicians should be 
rewarded for having invested in this advanced training before such training was even a 
.requirement under Title 24. Moreover, they currently are the only technicians with verifiable 
training and experience in the skills and knowledge necessary to ensure competent testing, 
adjusting and balancing ofcommercial HVAC systems. 

r also support the requirement for certification of acceptance test technician employers in 
order to ensure a high level of accountability and quality control. Certification of employers 
ensures appropriate supervision and support for the certified acceptance test technicians. By 
putting the employer's certification on the line in addition to the certifietl technician, pressure 
on the technician to quickly test and pass a system is reduced and it is more likely that the 
technician will be provided sufficient equipment, resources and time to correctly perform the 
acceptance test. 

sincerely,4-e 



October!! 2012 

California Energy Commission 
Attention: Docket No. 12-BSTD-2 
Dockets Office 
1516 Ninth Street, MS-4 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Re: Support for Proposed Non-Residential Acceptance Contractortrester Certification 

Dear Commissioners: \. rl" 0 

en t al~ \~,4.#\ 
~C.I s." ,I am My name is ",'~ an HVAC ~O'l1=A0YPef'B6ft. I have been in the HVAC 

System Installation Trade since ~O'i7 .I have completed a year HVAC System/ 
Sheet Metal Apprenticeship program. 

I am writing to support the Energy Commission proposal to require Title 24 
acceptance tests for nonresidential buildings to be perfonned by field technicians that 
have met specific experience, training and certification requirements. Certification 
will ensure that acceptance testing is correctly perfonned and will significantly reduce 
the incidence of HVAC systems being poorly installed and operating below their 
specified efficiency. Effective testing and adjusting of commercial HVAC systems 
requires a unique mix of experience, training and competence. Improper installation 
and inadequate acceptance testing will result in reduced energy efficiency and sub
standard perfonnance. The TAB organizations identified in the regulation are the 
only entities that currently provide certification that ensures a technician has the 
proper experience, knowledge, and competence to properly perfonn such testing. 
Since these programs already exist, it simply makes sense to take advantage of what 
they have to offer. Accordingly, we strongly support the Commission's reliance on 
certification by these entities.. 

I am concerned that the proposed regulations do not provide rigorous enough 
prequalification requirements. Training and competency·testing must go beyond just 
teaching a lay· person a generic "acceptance test." This is not sufficient to ensure the real 
world ability to properly test and adjust commercial HVAC systems. Acceptance testing 
training necessarily builds upon the knowledge and experience base possessed by 
electrical or mechanical system professionals. No test is going to be able to cover every 
pennutation of commercial HVAC systems as installed in real world situations. 
Accordingly, most persons without a basic knowledge and experience base in these 
systems would be unable to effectively apply this training in complex real world 
situations, even if they were able to successfully pass a classroom test. To ensure 
effective acceptance testing, it is critical to ensure that acceptance testers have the 
underlying background and experience in these systems to be able to adjust to the 
complexities and pennutations that a tester will encounter out in the field. 
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The certifications should, at a minimum, require completion of the following 
components: 

•	 Post-secondary training in a state-approved or nationally accredited educational 
program (including the state-certified apprenticeship system; nationally accredited 
colleges and universities), with the training institutions or types of training 
institutions identified by the CEC. 

•	 A minimum number of hours of work experience equal to or exceeding the 
number of hours to meet any contractor licensure, trade journey card, or any other 
licenses or regulations affecting contractors or workers working in the field. 

•	 Training and competency testing that includes hands on training and testing. 

The regulations should clearly require that training and competency testing include hands 
on training and testing. The certification should also be tied to a trade or professional 
organization with continuing education requirements for maintenance of good standing. 

Sincerely, 



OctoberIJ, 2012 

California Energy Commission 
Attention: Docket No. 12-BSTD-2 
Dockets Office 
1516 Ninth Street, MS-4 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Re: Support for Proposed Non-Residential Acceptance Contractorffester Certification 

Dear Commissioners: 

My name is • I am an HVAC Journeyperson. I have been in the HVAC
 

System Installation rade since''''S. I have completed a S year HVAC System/
 
, - -Sheet MetaLApprenticeship program. 

I am writing to support the Energy Commission proposal to require Title 24 
acceptance tests for nonresidential buildings to be performed by field technicians that 
have met specific experience, training and certification requirements. Certificat~on 

will ensure that acceptance testing is correctly performed and will significantly reduce 
the incidence of HVAC systems being poorly installed and operating below their 
specified efficiency. Effective testing and adjusting of commercial HVAC systems 
requires a unique mix of experience, training and competence. Improper installation 
and inadequate acceptance testing will result in reduced energy efficiency and sub
standard performance. The TAB organizations identified in the regulation are the 
only entities that currently provide certification that ensures a technician has the 
proper experience, knowledge, and competence to properly perform such testing. 
Since these programs already exist, it simply makes sense to take advantage of what 
they have to offer. Accordingly, we strongly support the Commission's reliance on 
certification by these entities.. 

I am concerned that the proposed regulations do not provide rigorous enough 
prequalification requirements. Training arid competency testing must go beyond just 
teaching a lay person a generic "acceptance test." This is not sufficient to ensure the real 
world ability to properly test and adjust commercial HVAC systems. Acceptance testing 
training necessarily builds upon the knowledge and experience base possessed by 
electrical or mechanical system professionals. No test is going to be able to cover every 
permutation of commercial HVAC systems as installed in real world situations. 
Accordingly, most persons without a basic knowledge and experience base in these 
systems would be unable to effectively apply this training in complex real world 
situations, even if they were able to successfully pass a classroom test. To ensure 
effective acceptance testing, it is critical to ensure that acceptance testers have the 
underlying background and experience in these systems to be able to adjust to the 
complexities and permutations that a tester will encounter out in the field. 



The certifications should, at a minimum, require completion of the following 
components: 

•	 Post-secondary training in a state-approved or nationally accredited educational 
program (including the state-certified apprenticeship system; nationally accredited 
colleges and universities), with the training institutions or types of training 
institutions identified by the CEC. 

•	 A minimum number ofhours ofwork experience equal to or exceeding the 
number ofhours to meet any contractor licensure, trade journey card, or any other 
licenses or regulations affecting contractors or workers working in the field. 

•	 Training and competency testing that includes hands on training and testing. 

The regulations should clearly require that training and competency testing include hands 
on training and testing. The certification should also be tied to a trade or professional 
organization with continuing education requirements for maintenance of good standing. 

Sincere~ S;~ 



Octobe~, 2012 

California Energy Commission 
Attention: Docket No. 12-BSTD-2 
Dockets Office 
1516 Ninth Street, MS-4 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Re: Support for Proposed Non-Residential Acceptance ContractorfTester Certification 

Dear Commissioners: 

My name is-"'S"\J?~\ f'. "\V·rl'e(I am currently a L \"d year Apprentice in the HVAC 
System/Sheet Metal Apprenticeship Program. 

I am writing to support the Energy Commission's proposed regulations requiring certification 
for persons who perform Title 24 Acceptance Testing and Documentation for HVAC and 
advanced lighting control. Proper training and certification of individuals performing and 
documenting acceptance tests is crucial for California to realize its energy efficiency goals. 
Furthermore, I strongly support the Commission's decision to utilize existing programs to 
provide this certification rather than completely reinventing the wheel as was done with the 
HERS program. The TAB certification bodies identified as pre-approved certifiers are well
respected, nationally-renowned programs with rigorous curriculum, hands on training, and 
quality controls. TAB technicians are already available throughout the state and no other 
certifications exist that provide the training, expertise and quality control necessary to ensure 
that HVAC systems actually perform as required under Title 24. The California Green 
Building Code already requires small commercial buildings to balance their HVAC systems 
in accordance with TABB, AABC or NEBB procedures, so this requirement will ensure 
consistency with current practices. 

I also strongly support the pre-approval of existing TABB, NEBB and AABC contractors and 
technicians to perform these acceptance tests. These contractors and technicians should be 
rewarded for having invested in this advanced training before such training was even a 
requirement under Title 24. Moreover, they currently are the only technicians with verifiable 

-training-"and expericncc·~in the skills andknowlcdgc necessary to ·ensure competent testing, 
adjusting and balancing of commercial HVAC systems. 

I also support the requirement for certification of acceptance test technician employers in 
order to ensure a. high level of accountability and quality control. Certification of employers 
ensures appropriate supervision and support for the certified acceptance test technicians. By 
putting the employer's certification on the line in addition to the certified technician, pressure 
on the technician to quickly test and pass a system is reduced and it is more likely that the 
technician will be provided sufficient equipment, resources and time to correctly perform the 
acceptance test. 

Sincerely, 
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